Abstract: Abstract Longest edge (nested) algorithms for triangulation refinement in two dimensions are able to produce hierarchies of quality and nested irregular triangulations as needed both for adaptive finite element methods and for multigrid methods. They can be formulated in terms of the longest edge propagation path (Lepp) and terminal edge concepts, to refine the target triangles and some related neighbors. We discuss a parallel multithread algorithm, where every thread is in charge of refining a triangle t and its associated Lepp neighbors. The thread manages a changing Lepp(t) (ordered set of increasing triangles) both to find a last longest (terminal) edge and to refine the pair of triangles sharing this edge. The process is repeated until triangle t is destroyed. We discuss the algorithm, related synchronization issues, and the properties inherited from the serial algorithm. We present an empirical study that shows that a reasonably efficient parallel method with good scalability was obtained. 
Introduction
Triangular mesh generation for finite element methods has been extensively studied and addressed by engineers and numerical analysts since the seventies. Finite element methods are widely used numerical techniques for the practical analysis of complex physical problems modeled by partial differential equations, which require appropriate discretizations of the associated geometries. Because of their flexibility, triangulations are preferred practical tools. Pioneer works on triangulations for finite element methods and related issues are due to Babuska and Aziz [4] , Lawson [27] , Sibson [51] . Since then, intensive research on practical mesh generation has been performed. See e.g. the papers of Baker [6, 7] , Bouraki and George [9] , Jones and Plassmann [23, 24] , Williams [55] .
Computational methods for generating and refining triangular and tetrahedral finite element meshes in 2 and 3-dimensions can be roughly classified as Delaunay based methods, [6, 19, 7, 17, 50, 47] and methods based on the partition of triangles and tetrahedra [39, 33, 34, 28] .
Longest edge refinement algorithms for triangulations, based on the longest edge bisection of triangles (obtained by joining the midpoint of the longest edge with the opposite vertex) were especially designed to deal with adaptive multigrid finite element methods [33, 34, 35, 36] . They are able to perform iterative local refinement by essentially maintaining the geometric quality of the input mesh as needed in finite element applications; they produce hierarchies of quality, smooth and nested irregular triangulations as required for non-structured multigrid methods. The properties of these algorithms are inherited from the non-degeneracy properties of the iterative longest edge bisection of triangles, [45, 52, 53, 1, 21] and are summarized in section 2.2.
The longest edge algorithms were generalized for 3-dimensional mesh refinement [38, 30] , as well as for the derefinement or coarsening of the mesh [37] . Improved longest edge algorithms based on using the concepts of terminal edges and longest edge propagating paths were also developed [40, 39, 43] . The algorithms have been used for developing software for partial differential equations. See e.g. the applications of Nambiar et al [31] , Muthukrishnan et al. [30] . Based on the longest edge idea over Delaunay meshes, Lepp-Delaunay algorithms for triangulation improvement have been also developed [39, 41, 44] 2. Longest edge refinement algorithms in 2-dimensions.
Roughly speaking the problem is the following: given a conforming, nondegenerate triangulation, construct a locally refined triangulation, with a desired resolution and such that the smallest (or the largest angle) is bounded. To simplify we introduce a subregion R to define the refinement area; and a condition over the longest-edge of the triangles to fix the desired resolution. We can consider the following subproblems:
Area Refinement. Given a quality acceptable triangulation (a triangulation with angles greater than or equal to an angle α) of a polygonal region D, construct a locally refined triangulation such that the longest edge of the triangles that intersect the refinement region R are less than δ.
Point / Edge Refinement. Here the refinement is performed around one vertex or along a boundary side, until all the triangles that intersect the vertex or the boundary edge are less than δ.
Adaptive finite element refinement. In the adaptive finite element context, the refinement region is repeatedly defined as a subset of triangles S ref of the current triangulation (not necessarily connected) where the error of the finite element solution is too big to be acceptable [36] .
Given the input mesh, the algorithm locally and iteratively refines the triangles of a changing S ref set (or those intersecting the refinement region R) and some neighboring triangles. The new points introduced in the mesh are midpoints of the longest edge of some triangles of either of the input mesh or of some refined nested meshes. The longest edge bisection guarantees in a natural way the construction of non-degenerate and smooth irregular triangulations whose geometrical properties only depend on the initial mesh. In practice, for adaptive triangulation refinement, at each step longest-edge algorithms produce a refined conforming and guaranteed-quality output triangulation by performing selective longest edge bisection of the triangles of S ref and some (longest edge) related neighbors.
A serial Lepp-bisection algorithm
An edge E is called a terminal edge in triangulation τ if E is the longest edge of every triangle that shares E, while the triangles that share E are called terminal triangles [39, 40] . Note that in 2-dimensions either E is shared by two terminal triangles t 1 , t 2 if E is an interior edge, or E is contained in a single terminal triangle t 1 if E is a boundary (constrained) edge. See Figure 1 (a) where edge AB is an interior terminal edge shared by two terminal triangles t 2 , t 3 .
For any triangle t 0 in τ , the longest edge propagating path of t 0 , called
, where t j is the neighbor triangle on a longest edge of t j−1 , and longest-edge (t j ) > longest-edge (t j−1 ), for j=1,... N. Edge E = longest-edge(t N +1 ) = longest-edge(t N ) is an interior terminal edge in τ and this condition determines N . Consequently either E is shared by a couple of terminal triangles (t N , t N +1 ) if E is an interior edge in τ , or E is shared by a unique terminal triangle t N with boundary (constrained) longest edge. See Figure 1 (a) for an illustration of these ideas, where Lepp(t 0 )=(t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ).
The Lepp-bisection algorithm can be simply described as follows: each triangle t in S ref is refined by finding Lepp(t), a pair of terminal triangles t 1 , t 2 and associated terminal edge l. Then the longest edge bisection of t 1 , t 2 is performed by the midpoint of l. The process is repeated until t is destroyed (refined) in the mesh. An efficient formulation of the algorithm where Lepp(t 0 ) is not repeatedly recomputed, but repeatedly updated starting from the non-modified part of the previous Lepp(t 0 ), is presented below. To this end we use a dynamic ordered list that stores pointers to the increasing triangles of (partial and full) Lepp(t 0 ), while t 0 remains in the changing mesh. This will be the basis to develop a parallel algorithm in section 4.
Lepp-Bisection Algorithm
Input : a quality triangulation, τ , and a set S ref of triangles to be refined for each t in S ref do
Insert-Lepp-Points(τ, t) end for Insert-Lepp-Points(τ, t 0 ) Initialize Ordered-List (associated dynamically to Lepp(t 0 )) with t 0 while Ordered-List is not empty do Find last triangle t N in Ordered-List Find longest edge neighbor t N +1 of t N and add it to Ordered-List (t N +1 can be null if longest edge of t N is over the boundary) if t N , t N +1 share a terminal edge or t N +1 is null then Perform longest-edge bisection of t N , t N +1 by midpoint of common terminal edge Eliminate t N , t N +1 from Ordered-List end if end while Note that the refinement task is performed when each Lepp(t 0 ) is fully computed and a terminal edge is identified, by using a very local refinement operation (the bisection of pairs of terminal triangles that share a common longest edge). This guarantees that the mesh is conforming throughout the whole refinement process. This improves previous longest edge algorithms [34] that produced intermediate non-conforming meshes. Also the algorithm is free of non-robustness issues, since this do not depend of complex computations, and the selected points are midpoints of existing previous edges. Figure 1 illustrates the refinement of triangle t 0 in the input triangulation (a). Triangulation (b) shows the first point inserted, while triangulation (c) corresponds to the final triangulation obtained where the vertices are numbered in the creation order. In order to achieve this work, the full Lepp computation is performed three times to respectively insert points P 1 , P 2 , P 3 . The first Lepp computation includes triangles t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , being t 2 , t 3 terminal triangles. Once the refinement of these triangles is performed, Lepp(t 0 ) is partially recomputed starting from t 1 (Figure 1(b) ). This now includes triangles t 0 , t 1 ,t 2 being t 1 ,t 2 terminal triangles, which are then refined. This time the new Lepp (t 0 ) computation starts from t 0 and includes t 0 ,t 1 which are in turn terminal triangles. The processing of t 0 concludes after refinement of t 0 ,t 1 . 
Properties of the 2-dimensional refinement algorithms
The non-degeneracy properties of the longest edge algorithms are summarized in lemmas 1 to 4 [21, 43] Lemma 1 (a) The iterative and arbitrary use of the algorithms only produces triangles whose smallest interior angles are always greater than or equal to α/2, where α is the smallest interior angle of the initial triangulation. Also every triangle generated is similar to one of a finite number of reference triangles. (b) Furthermore, for any triangle t generated throughout the refinement process, its smallest angle α t is greater than or equal to α 0 /2 where α 0 is the smallest angle of the triangle t 0 of the initial triangulation which contains t. Also t belongs to a finite number of similar triangles associated to t 0 .
Lemma 2
Longest-edge refinement algorithms always terminate in a finite number of steps with the construction of a conforming triangulation.
Lemma 3 Any triangulation τ generated by means of the iterative use of the algorithms satisfies the following smoothness condition: for any pair of sideadjacent triangles t 1 , t 2 ∈ τ (with respective diameters h 1 , h 2 ) it holds that min(h1,h2) max(h1,h2) ≥ k > 0, where k depends on the smallest angle of the initial triangulation.
Lemma 4 For any triangulation τ , the global iterative application of the algorithm (the refinement of all the triangles in the preceding iteration) covers, in a monotonically increasing form, the area of τ with quasi-equilateral triangles (with smallest angles ≥ 30
• ).
The proof of Lemma 2 is based both on the fact that the refinement propagation is always performed towards bigger triangles in the current mesh, and on the fact that every mesh has bounded smallest angle. The smoothness property of Lemma 3 follows directly from the bound on the smallest angle of part (a) of Lemma 1. Lemma 4 states that the algorithm tends to isolate the worst angles.
Algorithm costs in two dimensions
The practical (adaptive) use of the refinement algorithm, requires of a number of K refinement iterations which produces a final refined mesh having a not a-priori known number of vertices N = N ref + N prop , where N ref is the number of triangles iteratively marked for triangle refinement and N prop is the sum of the number of points introduced by refinement propagation throughout the K iterations [43] . Thus the cost study requires of an amortized cost analysis [54] based on asymptotically studying the behavior of the algorithm throughout the refinement iterations, instead of the classical worst case study [29] . The amortized cost analysis must take into account the fact that, in one iteration the algorithm can introduce propagation points over all the triangles of the mesh (usually when the mesh is small), while for the remaining iterations a very small number of propagation points is introduced by each iteration.
To illustrate these ideas consider the mesh of Figure 2 (a), where the single longest edge refinement of one triangle (triangle ABC) reaches the complete mesh as shown in Figure 2 (b), which corresponds to a worst case behavior for a single refinement step. More importantly, note that after this step, the arbitrary iterative refinement of the triangles of vertex C, produces a very local refinement (1 or 2 vertices by refinement step) that approaches vertex C. Thus the iterative refinement of sets of target triangles introduces both a number N ref of new vertices mandatorily generated to get the required triangle size, and a number N prop of new propagation vertices which are introduced to keep the geometric quality and the smoothness of the refined mesh, as stated in lemmas 1 and 3.
We need: (1) To bound the numbers N ref and N prop , of new vertices inserted in the mesh; and (2) To study the computational cost of inserting them. The following lemma deals with the second item, which is a non obvious result since an algorithm can be able to select an optimal number of points K for point insertion, but the cost of inserting them can be higher than linear as happens with Delaunay point insertion strategy. The proof of this lemma follows directly from the fact that each triangle is added one time to the Ordered-List of the Insert-Lepp-Points function, and that the triangle refinement is performed in constant time.
Bounds on the number of points N ref and N prop introduced by the algorithm, as a function of L, the longest interior distance in the geometry D, and the required triangle size δ, are presented in Lemmas 6, 7, 8. We will consider the following two simple problems:
(P1) Vertex refinement problem: Iteratively refine the mesh around a vertex Q until the adjacent triangles have longest edge less than or equal to a length parameter δ.
(P2) Circle area refinement: Iteratively refine the triangles that intersect a circular region R c until every triangle in R c has longest edge less than or equal to a length parameter δ.
Lemma 6 For solving (P1), a finite number of points N is added to the mesh, by longest edge bisection of pairs of terminal triangles, where N < K(Log(L/δ)), K is a constant such that K = 2π/α, and L is the longest interior distance in the polygonal geometry D measured over the smallest rectangle that contains D.
The following lemma states that, for a big enough refinement area and for small δ, the number of propagation vertices is smaller than the number of vertices needed to get the desired mesh refinement.
Lemma 7
For solving (P2), finite number of points N i and N e need to be respectively added in the interior and the exterior of R c where
, L is equal to the longest distance from the boundary of R c to the boundary of D, r is the radius of R c , and the constants are K 1 = 4π and K 2 = 2π.
Lemma 8 (a) For solving (P1), the algorithm is linear in N defined in Lemma 6. (b) For solving (P2), the algorithm is linear in (N i + N e ), the number of points inserted in the mesh. In addition if r >> δ, then the algorithm is linear in N i .
Previous results on parallel refinement algorithms
Distributed memory parallel algorithms for the refinement of huge meshes have been studied and used for complex practical applications for the last 20 years [55, 13, 23] . They are mainly based on the partition of basic geometric elements which produce nested refined meshes: algorithms based on the longest edge bisection of triangles / tetrahedra, or algorithms based on quadtree / octree techniques [48, 49] . As far as we know, parallel Delaunay algorithms have not been used in practice, because the serial Delaunay algorithms are less robust and more difficult to parallelize. However, research on the study of different aspects of parallel Delaunay methods, centered in the reuse of serial Delaunay codes, have been performed [2, 3, 15, 16] in recent years.
Distributed memory algorithms are based on partitioning the mesh and distributing its pieces to the computers of the cluster. To develop efficient and scalable distributed memory algorithms for mesh refinement, it is necessary to deal with the following issues: (a) to use efficient methods for mesh partitioning and related strategies such as dynamic mesh redistribution to equilibrate the load between processors throughout the computations; (b) to develop wise and efficient strategies for assuring coherent mesh refinement in the submeshes interfaces; and (c) to develop efficient methods for the movement of information between processors, which should be minimized.
The development of distributed parallel longest edge algorithms for the parallel refinement of triangulations have been studied and used for complex practical applications related with finite element methods. In a first review paper, Williams [55] recommends the use of parallel 4-triangles longest edge algorithm for the refinement of huge triangulations, for fluid dynamics applications. Later Jones and Plassmann [23, 24, 22] discussed parallel 4-triangles refinement algorithms for distributed memory finite element computations. They find independent sets of triangles to ensure that neighboring triangles are never simultaneously refined on different processors. The independent sets are chosen in parallel by a randomized strategy. A technique that dynamically repartitions the mesh to maintain adequate load distribution, which require to move triangles between processors, is also used. More recently Castaños and Savage [12, 14, 13] proposed a distributed memory parallelization of the original longest edge algorithm in 3-dimensions, and use this method for developing a parallel finite element code; they use a tree data structure to allow the refinement and derefinement of the meshes. Finally, Rivara et al [42] studied a Lepp-based algorithm for uniform refinement of tetrahedral meshes.
Multithread Lepp-bisection algorithm
In what follows we discuss a shared memory multithread algorithm that takes advantage both of the properties of the Lepp-bisection algorithm, and of the current multicore computers, which have several cores (light processors that perform the reading and instructions execution tasks) and dispose of a great amount of available memory to deal with big meshes.
To discuss the multithread Lepp-bisection algorithm, consider one step of the (adaptive finite element) refinement problem introduced in section 2. Given an input triangulation τ and a set S ⊂ τ of N triangles to be refined, we want to produce a conforming refined triangulation τ f such that all the triangles of S are refined in τ f . To this end we use a shared memory multicore computer having p physical cores with p << N . To perform this task each core P i (i = 1, ..p) is in charge of the processing of an individual triangle t in S and its associated changing Lepp sequence until the triangle t is refined in the mesh. Once the refinement of t is performed, the associated core will pick up another triangle of S to continue the refinement task.
To design the multithread algorithm, we need to deal with the following synchronization problems: S1 To avoid processing collisions associated to the parallel processing of triangles whose Lepp polygons overlap.
S2
To avoid data structure inconsistencies due to the parallel refinement of adjacent triangles that belong to different pairs of terminal triangles.
Problem S1 refers to the case where for different triangles t 0 , t * 0 in S, their associated Lepp sequences overlap. Figure 3 illustrates the idea to avoid Lepp collision: cores 1 and 2 are respectively processing triangles t 0 and t * 0 which have overlapping Lepp sequences Lepp(t 0 ) ∩ Lepp(t * ) = {t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 }; core 1 reaches first triangle t 2 , marks it as "busy" and proceeds to capture the full associated Lepp(t 0 ), while core 2 processing triangle t * 0 must suspend its work when marked triangle t 2 is reached.
To deal with overlapping Lepps, the algorithm takes advantage of the following result: Proof. Part (a) follows directly from the definitions of Lepp and terminal edge. Part (b) follows from the fact that every Lepp is formed by an ordered set of increasing (longest edge) triangles. For the example of Figure 3 , t s = t 2
Problem S2 refers to the case where two threads attempt to refine neighboring triangles that do not belong to the same pair of terminal triangles as shown 9 in Figure 4. Here the parallel refinement of triangles t 0 and t * 0 , and the updating of the data structure can introduce erroneous neighboring information. To deal with this issue, it is not allowed to simultaneously refine neighboring triangles associated to different cores. 
Implementation details
1. To avoid Lepp processing collision, for each triangle t 0 being processed, the triangle t 0 and each triangle in the sequence of Lepp triangles is marked as Lepp-occupied, and can not be accessed by other thread until this triangle is refined. In exchange, the new refined triangles are marked as non-occupied. 2. For two threads p 0 , p 1 processing in parallel triangles t 0 , t 1 with Lepp collision, the first thread (let say p 0 ) that finds t s in Proposition 1, will be in charge of performing the refinement associated to t 0 . The second thread p 1 will be freed instead of waiting until the triangle t s is refined.
In the case that a partial Lepp is computed, the triangles are unmarked and the triangle t 1 is again added to S ref 3. To assure data structure consistency we only perform refinement of a terminal triangle when the involved neighbors are non-marked triangles. 4. If a pair of terminal triangles with marked neighbors are found, the associated thread is freed and the complete marked Lepp is stored.
The parallel algorithm is summarized below:
Multithread-Lepp-Bisection Algorithm
Input: a quality triangulation τ , a set S ref of N triangles to be refined, p threads (N>>p). Output: a refined and conforming triangulation τ f Initialize S aux as an empty set (set of triangles whose Lepp computation was blocked since a pair of terminal triangles with marked neighbor was found). Lemma 9 (a) The parallel algorithm produces the same triangulations than the serial algorithm if the refinement of triangles having more than one longest edge is consistently performed by selecting the same longest edge. (b) The properties described in Lemma 1 to 8 for the serial algorithm extend to the multithread Lepp-bisection algorithm.
Performance measures for parallel algorithms
The performance of a parallel algorithm is usually measured by using the speedup and the efficiency measures. The speedup S is defined as S = T s /T p , where T s is the time taken by the sequential algorithm to solve the problem, while T p is the time spent by the parallel algorithm by using p processors to solve the same problem.
The efficiency E is defined as E = S/p, where S is the speedup with p processors and p is the number of processors used to solve the associated problem.
The ideal speedup is equal to p, while the ideal efficiency is equal to 1. Note however that in practice it is common that a parallel implementation does not achieve linear speedup (S = p) since the parallel implementation usually requires additional overhead for the management of parallelism [32, 20] .
Note also that the scalability of the parallel code can be observed by studying how the speedup changes as more cores are available. For an application that scales well, the speedup should increase at (or close to) the same rate as the amount of cores increases. That is if you double the number of cores, the speedup should also double [11] .
Thus for an ideal and scalable parallel algorithm, the graph of the speedup versus the number of processors corresponds to a 45 degrees straight line (this behavior is called linear), while a good and scalable behavior corresponds to an approximate straight line with angle slightly less than 45
• .
Empirical testing
For the testing work we have considered the following testing problems:
T1. Refinement of different initial Delaunay triangulations of sets of randomly generated data over a rectangle.
T2. Refinement of an L-shaped region around the reentrant corner to simulate adaptive finite element refinement.
We have used a computer with 4 physical cores (Intel Core (TM) i7 CPU, and 4GB of memory) to run the test problems.
Refinement of triangulations of randomly generated data over a rectangle
We consider randomly generated data over a rectangle. The CGAL library [10] was used to obtain the initial Delaunay triangulations. Note that due to the strategy used for generating the triangulation vertices, the initial triangulations include small sets of poor quality triangles. Our goal is to evaluate the performance of the iterative application of the multithread algorithm for triangulation refinement, going from triangulations of 200000 triangles to triangulations of 4-5 millions of triangles.
For testing the behavior of iterative refinement, we have considered three strategies for selecting sets of triangles to be refined:
Largest triangles refinement. Here we repeatedly select a fixed percentage of the triangles with largest (longest) edges in the current mesh. Note that this testing strategy means the selection of an important set of terminal triangles of each current mesh, so we expect that the refinement propagation be minimized.
Smallest triangles refinement. Here we repeatedly select a fixed percentage of the triangles with smallest (longest) edges in the current mesh. Consequently the refinement is repetitively concentrated around the smallest triangles of the initial mesh, and we expect that the propagation refinement be maximized.
Random triangles refinement. Here we repeatedly and randomly select a fixed percentage of the triangles of the current mesh.
For the three refinement strategies, we have repeatedly refined the 5% of the triangles of the current mesh (and so on with the 10%, and 25% of the triangles) until achieving meshes of around 5 millions of triangles. Tables 1 to 6 present results for six testing problems (10% refinement of smallest, largest and random triangles, 25% refinement of smallest largest and random triangles). These include some statistics on the iterative parallel refinement by using 4 threads. Each row j associated to the jth refinement step, includes the size of the initial mesh, the number of triangles to be refined, the size of the refined mesh, the execution time spent at the current iteration for the 4-threads case, and the accumulated time until the jth iteration for the 4-threads case. For the final mesh of the current iteration, the row also includes the length of the average Lepp in the mesh, and the length of the longest Lepp in the mesh.
For the same testing problems, Tables 7 to 12 summarize the execution time for the serial case and for using 2, 3 and 4 cores, their associated speedup and their associated efficiency, throughout the refinement iterations.
As expected, the refinement of the largest triangles, which involves a big subset of the terminal triangles in the refinement process, produces the smallest size refined meshes, while the refinement of the smallest triangles produces the biggest size refined meshes. Note also that as expected the meshes size increase less in percentage as the refinement proceeds. On the other hand, we can see that the refinement of random triangles represents better the average behavior of the algorithm (in between of the results obtained for largest triangles refinement and smallest triangles refinement).
In order to evaluate the practical performance of the algorithm we have computed the speedup, which is the time of the serial algorithm divided by the pprocessors algorithm time, and the efficiency measure, which is computed as the speedup divided by the number of processors, For a discussion on these concepts see section 5 and references [25, 20] . Note that according to the discussion of section 5, the algorithm presents acceptable efficiency (above 0.75 for most of the iterations and the different cases) and good scalable behavior. In general the efficiency increases as the size of the input mesh increases, while the efficiency remains almost constant as the number of cores increases. Note that the worst efficiency corresponds to some isolated iterations of the 10% largest triangle refinement case (0.58 for the refinement iterations 3,5,8,11). We believe that this is due to the overhead of the parallel Lepp processing, since for this case most of the work is performed over pairs of terminal triangles. On the contrary the 10% random triangle selection shows a superlinear behavior which happens rarely with some algorithms. This suggests that the random processing of the triangles of S ref should reduce Lepp collisions and should improve the algorithm efficiency. Note that both for the largest and smallest triangle refinement cases, the triangles of S ref were processed in order (from largest to smallest triangles, and from smallest to largest triangles, respectively).
Finally note that, since the randomly generated data point produces initial triangulations with a percentage of bad quality triangles, these are also good examples for studying the algorithm behavior with respect to the smallest angle, for big refined meshes. For all the test cases, the distribution of smallest angle was obtained, showing that the mesh improvement behavior of the Lemma 4 holds as expected. This can be seen in Table 13 for 10% random triangle refinement case. The initial mesh has 6.43% of triangles with smallest angles less than 10 degrees, 23.43% of triangles with smallest angles less than 20
• and 25% of triangles with angles between 30 and 40 degrees. In exchange, the final mesh has only 1.93% of triangles with angles less than 10
• , 5.45% of triangles with angles less than 20
• and 48,30% of triangles with smallest angles between 30 and 40 degrees. Note that the worst angles are not eliminated but isolated in the refined meshes. These results are also presented graphically in Figure 5 (initial mesh, mesh 4 and mesh 8).
Finally, Figures 6 and 7 show the initial and a refined triangulation for a small example (3000 triangles in the initial mesh).
Refinement of an L-shaped domain
In order to simulate the adaptive refinement associated to finite element methods, we have considered the L-shaped domain of the Figure 8 , with reentrant vertex B of coordinates (5, 5) . We have performed refinement by using a circle refinement region of center B and radius r (see Figure 8) , for different values of the parameter r. The initial mesh is shown in Figure 8 . We have performed iterative refinement of all the triangles that intersect R c until obtaining triangles of size δ = 0.001 (longest edge ≤ δ), by starting with the initial mesh of 6 triangles of Figure 8 . Note that all the refined meshes only include right isosceles triangles. Tables 14,15 ,16 show some statistics obtained for the iterative refinement for the last refinement steps, while Tables 17,18 ,19 summarize the computing times and the values of speedup and efficiency associated to these problems. We can see that the algorithm shows an almost ideal behavior with efficiency higher than 0.86 for all the iterations included.
Note that for these problems the refinement concentrates in the interior of R c where the number of triangles refined by propagation remains very low throughout the refinement iterations. This is in complete agreement with the results of Lemmas 7 and 8. A small refined mesh of the L shaped domain is shown in Figure 9 . 
Conclusions
We have presented a reasonably efficient and good scalable multithread parallel Lepp-bisection algorithm for the refinement of triangulations, with efficiency higher than 0.75 for most of the cases of randomly generated data, and with efficiency higher than 0.86 for the L shaped domain. The analysis of the experiments performed suggests that the random processing of the triangles to be refined should improve the algorithm efficiency. In the near future we will test the algorithm with different architectures and bigger multicore computers. We plan to generalize the algorithm to 3-dimensions, where each thread will take in charge the multidirectional Lepp points insertion task involved with each (to be refined) target tetrahedron. We will also study Lepp-bisection distributed memory algorithms, as well as mixed multithread / distributed refinement methods.
